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NEVER THE TWAIN SHALL MEET
3. THE ART OF ROKUSHO: ITS USE 14
PART II THE THESIS WORK




Any person who diligently strives to achieve their goals in
life must experience many frustrations, disappointments and
hardships as well as the joy of success and advancement through
perseverance.
That joy, which usually is preceded by struggle, is the
well paid for price of success.
For those whose undaunted determination to pursue their
goals against all odds ultimately gain a wealth beyond worldly
measure.
Their wealth is stock-piled in patience, understanding and
wisdom that tempers the material fruits of accomplishment.
Knowledge without wisdom is dangerous. Only eighteen inches
stand between the merging of knowledge and wisdom; the distance
which separates man's brain from his heart.
Peace with one's own self is true success.
In content, this paper draws together ten years of my love
for and experience with the Japanese patina process called
rokusho. My story encompasses not only the technical, but the
spiritual also. By my intent, I hope the reader will be drawn
into the same magical, fascinating realm I have found in the
rokusho process and its many related metal working facets.
The two years I have spent in masters work have given me a
wonderful, accelerated time of growth. This is the real theme of
my writing. By expressing to the best of my ability the growth
and experience of my work I will have supported all that I
believe is good in education and the acquiring of knowledge.
Therefore, this thesis is a beginning and not an end as one
might assume. It marks a large step for me in moving forward, to
being all I can be, and giving what I have to give.
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Introduction
The patina phase of my work truly stands out as the most
unusual and key facet. Indeed, any one area of my cast vessels
manufacture could produce a thesis of information. But it is
rokusho which breathes life into my vessels and brings expression
to all previous work. Therefore, the following thesis will
center on the Japanese patina technique, but not exclude other
very relative stages of my work.
The essence of my subject is really color; but the metal
itself and the form of the object are integral to the end
expression. So, alloy making and casting become the mixing pots,
where in concept, I create my color palate knowing each alloy
reacts differently with rokusho. The form of the vessel is
somewhat like a three dimensional canvas, giving structure and
substance to the color expression.
Over the years I was fascinated by three basic technical
areas; cast metal, vessels, and the Japanese rokusho coloring
process. It was not until my masters work that the three came
together for me in such a clear way. I spent much time with each
area in the past, but they always remained somehow separate,
or together only in part.
My thesis body of work is the first work I produced that
expresses more than materials merely being manipulated
technically. My vessels are like stones coming from the center
of my heart and mind.
Each one was carefully taken from
somewhere special within me and carved into being with
experience, patience, and feeling. They are direct, simple, and
honest statements; yet they are complex.
The experience I have had with rokusho is quite like Dr.
Frankenstein and lightening. It gives life to all my work.
Rokusho, which is a liquid immersion process, has become for me a
mythological reality. When I use it I see before me a timeless
blue-green magic pond in which I bathe my vessels, transforming
them with colorful expression. Even though using rokusho
requires a great deal of care and reason, I have come to know my
magic pond as a place where intuition and spontaneity rule quite
often. But like life, mystery keeps things interesting. And the





Somewhere in the mist of ancient Japan is hidden the birth
of rokusho. More than a thousand years and a great span of
culture, as far as east is from west, conceal this answer. More
information is now accessible, though shrouded in a mysterious
fog. Not only time, but language and cultures are the barriers.
It is not so much that the information is not in existence, but
where it exists. In Japan, the womb of rokusho, there may be
many books containing information and old craft masters who have
centuries of knowledge passed down to them. But in the west,
particularly in the U.S.A., nothing exists. In the English
language to date, nothing has been translated or exists on this
subject in detail. During the last one hundred years in western
culture references to rokusho have been few and vague. Richard
Hughes and Michael Rowe state in their exhaustive volume on metal
coloring, regarding rokusho and Japanese metals, "A large
Japanese literature relating to these techniques exists, but very
little information is currently available in English"1.
Even the chemical make up of rokusho remains uncertain in
^-Richard Hughes and Michael Rowe, The Coloring, Bronzing, and
Patination of Metals (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company,
1983) p. 349.
the west. All of the short references in English I have found
are often inaccurate and largely incomplete. Some literature
refers to a Japanese pickling solution for coloring metal. This
clearly is rokusho they are referring to, but pickling solution
is an incorrect term. Pickle strips metal while rokusho patinas
or oxidizes metal. Some of these written works do list formulas
for mixing "Japanese
pickle"
, but the authors never name the
important ingredient as rokusho. Instead, this element is
referred to by its western name, verdigris. A typical example of
this is found in the Wilson book on jewelry. In a chapter titled
"Japanese Metal Coloring and Patinas", his formula calls for five
ounces of copper sulfate, five ounces of Japanese verdigris, and
one gallon of water.
The word rokusho in English translation means, "spoiled
copper", or "the rust of copper". Verdigris, the western term
for rokusho is defined as, "a green or bluish patina formed on
copper, brass, or bronze surfaces exposed to the atmosphere for
long periods of time, consisting of basic copper sulphate"3.
So rokusho is basically the blue or blue-green corrosion
which forms naturally on copper alloys. This is the same blue
you see on statues and copper trim on buildings.
I have found to date no literary sources which describe
specifically what rokusho
is or how it is made. But, I have by
2H. Wilson, Silverwork and Jewellery (Bath, England: The Pitman
Press, reprint 1973
3The American College Dictionary, 1956, S.V.
"Verdigris"
word from metal artist friends who have visited Japan something
of its production and nature. Apparently the Japanese seal large
copper blocks inside clay vessels filled with organic material
for a time. This treatment accelerates the corrosion process and
causes a thick crust of verdigris to form. The blue crust is
scraped off and refined in an unknown process. From the refining
comes three grades of rokusho: highest grade (pure) , medium
grade, and lowest grade. I have used only the highest grade. In
addition to refining, the Japanese add traces of other
substances. "It is thought that some commercially produced
rokusho sometimes includes small quantities of additional
ingredients. The nature of these additions is not known"4.
Even though rokusho is commercially produced in Japan by
small companies, it is difficult to obtain by western people. I
have always gotten it with the aid of Japanese friends. Attempts
on my own have failed.
Most of the objects from ancient Japan that were colored by
rokusho have to do with the samurai sword. The other common
object I found rokusho 's distinct colors on are vessels. But
sword furniture is definitely the most abundant and common, in
this regard. It is on these sword parts that one can see most
clearly the color contrasts and
technique combinations which
express the Japanese way of metal work
and color. The whole
concept of various alloys and their color from rokusho, which is
4Richard Hughes and Michael Rowe, The Coloring, Bronzing and
Patination of Metals (New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company,
1983.
likened to painting with metal, is shown markedly on many of
these pieces. This was achieved by a very controlled inlay
technique of various alloys on a background of sheet metal.
Engraving and carving was also used to create intricate scenes.
The end effect was a picture "painted" in metals that reacted
differently to the rokusho when patinaed. The range of colors
achieved is broad yet subtle; the result of specific and meticu
lous alloy making.
Truly alloy making is the underlying stage of creation and
genius behind coloring metal with rokusho. It is this point
where the artist must visualize in his mind's eye what he wants
and which alloys will produce that end result. Much experience
only, can give this to a person. This is not an easy task to
achieve as alloy making and rokusho are two different and speci
fic arts. You must understand that the artist has to work with
raw bare metal which looks nothing like its result after rokusho
treatment. The craftsman must be able to think ahead always to
that end color in his mind. There must be great familiarity with
the alloys and what they do in rokusho.
The mixing of metals to form quality, precision alloys is
not easy task in itself. If this stage is not done with absolute
care the end result could be out of balance in color. It is much
easier to alloy a pound of metal
than one hundred grams worth.
The smaller the quantity the harder it is to be accurate. Many
Japanese alloys contain copper with less than 2% of other metals.
They are usually prepared in very
small batches.
The range of Japanese alloys is broad and subtle. In fact,
it is too broad to discuss in detail in this thesis. The
following alloys are the more common ones with the widest general
usage.
Shakudo - 95-98% copper, 2-5% gold.
This alloy colors purple to purple-black.
Shibuichi - 60-75% copper, 25-40% silver.
This alloy colors shades of grey or green.
Kuromi-Do - 99% copper, 1% arsenic
This alloy colors black or brown-black.
Shiro-Shibuichi - 60% silver, 40% copper
This alloy colors light grey.
Kuro-Shibuichi - 60-85% Shakudo, 15-40% Shibuichi.
This alloy colors a dark grey.
In addition to these special alloys, pure copper, gold, and
silver are also used. Copper will color orange-brown to red.
Silver can remain white or turn yellow. Gold of course is
unaffected.
But to understand the broad and subtle range I mentioned
earlier we must look more closely. Take Shibuichi for example; a
generic term for copper-silver alloys. Although shibuichi
contains the percentages I noted, the Japanese vary copper-silver
alloys outside those ranges. I do not have their names but I
have made and colored some of them. Standard Shibuichi turns
grey. An alloy of 1-3% silver
and 97-99% copper will color
black. One of 10% silver and 90% copper will color green.
So with any given combination of metals, ranging in possible
alloy from l%-99% of one metal to the other, the spectrum of
color possibilities is broad. Occasionally the color changes are
radical, but usually gradation is subtle in this spectrum. If
you imagine copper alone with all the possible elements and other
alloys you could add to it from 1% on, you can envision the
endless combinations. Then add to this the rokusho process and
its variables, such as immersion time or formula strength, and
color range becomes infinite.
There are several special Japanese metals techniques which
bear mention. These metal working processes were developed
historically for specific relationships to rokusho.
Mokume-gane is translated in English to "wood grain metal".
Mokume-gane is a lamination process where thin sheets of various
alloys are bonded together with heat to form a solid layered
block. By carving out various top layers and flattening the
block in repeated stages a wood grain pattern is exposed. The
final patterned sheet can be formed into vessels or used as
inlay. In rokusho each layer reacts differently to create a
vivid colorful pattern.
Maze-gane, or "mixed metals", is a wonderful technique in
relationship with rokusho. By simultaneously pouring two or more
molten metals into a mold, extraordinary effects can be achieved.
I found this technique as a brief mention in Wilson's
book.5
5H. Wilson, Silverwork and Jewellery (Bath, England: The Pitman
Press, reprint 1973), p.p.
384-385.
Though Wilson wrote only of pouring ingots for rolling into sheet
stock, I employed maze-gane into casting my vessels directly
through lost wax process molds with great success.
Maze-gane is simple in concept but difficult to control and
master in producing specific effects. Each metal or alloy has a
specific melting point. Individually the temperatures of each
must then be risen
50-100
above their melting point for
successful pouring and mold filling. The idea behind maze-gane is
to mix, but not homogeneously, the two metals.
Kuro-shibuichi is a prime example of the maze-gane
technique. In preparing this metal great skill must be exercised
to gain the desired effect of dark grey showing fine spots of
light grey grain. If both metals are melted together and mixed,
the end color will be darker and even. An incomplete blending of
the alloys when they are mixed is the ultimate achievement in
producing high grade Kuro-shibuichi. In order to do this the
alloys must be poured together quickly when they are almost to
their melting points. Another method is to melt the alloy with
the higher melting point and then quickly add small bits of the
second alloy just before withdrawing the heat.
This mixing technique is difficult enough when poured into
ingot molds which are open-faced iron blocks with square or
rectangular cavities. I began to use maze-gane to cast objects
directly in complex molds. This presented some problems in terms
of achieving incomplete alloy mixing
and still being able to fill
the mold completely. With an ingot mold the metal passes a short
distance into a simple solid form. But in filling a vessel in a
mold, the story is different. A vessel is a thin-walled hollow
form. It is filled by a gate entering the top of the mold which
leads down to the vessel's bottom. Therefore, the molten metal
passes down the gate then fills upward into the vessel. My
initial concern was that the two metals would totally homogenize
in passing through this turbulent distance in the mold.
To my great pleasure maze-gane adapted most beautifully to
vessel casting. My experiments proved most fruitful and
satisfactory. I used pure copper and bronze and then pure copper
and silver. In both cases each metal remained relatively pure
throughout the blendings. The result in coloring was most
noticeable and possessed great depth.
Some of the variables in maze-gane casting are: metal
temperature, mold temperature, the metal's specific gravity, the
metal's fusibility with other metals and timing of the pouring.
These alone will require a lifetime's work to zero in on and
understand fully. These answers and many others are in my
future. They will come with time and experience.
Never the Twain Shall Meet
In attitude as well as practice the Japanese differ greatly
from us aesthetically. For me this difference in the metals
craft is not only vivid, but more
advanced. I feel the west
stands to learn a great deal from the Japanese way. For nowhere
in time or location has such sensitivity, subtlety and color been
achieved in the working of metal. From the beginning of my
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exposure to Japanese metal works I have wondered often why the
west has not noticed and adopted such a unique and great expres
sive avenue. But I am not the first westerner to take notice and
make an appeal.
Professor W. Chandler Roberts-Austin, in the last three
decades of the nineteenth century, made the same appeal in a
series of lectures presented in London. He was a metallurgist
who took serious notice of the metal arts of Japan. Particular
ly, the remarkable patinas he observed intrigued him to under
stand more; a call out to the rest of the western art world.
Roberts-Austin lectures were recorded in the Journal of the
Society of Arts.
The author begins by asking if color or texture should not
have as much importance as form. "It is usual, at the present
day, to think more of the form of metal work than either its
color or texture? But the Romans and Greeks didn't neglect
either, even in the case of large works, as is shown by the
description given by Pliny of a bronze statue of a dying lady,
the tints of which were so arranged that the life appeared to be
gradually receding from the extremities of the limbs"6. He
proceeds to mention western art through the ages and shows how
important texture and color imitation is in sculpture and expres
sion. Then comes the heart of the talk, "The Japanese, however,
6W.C. Roberts-Austin, "The Use of Alloys in Art Metal
Work,"
Journal of the Society of Arts, Vol. XXXVIII, 1890, p. 690.
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are the real authorities to whom we must turn for guidance in the
use and treatment of alloys both in texture and color"7.
After a lengthy talk on Japanese alloys and their nature,
rokusho is finally mentioned. Once again it is referred to as a
pickling solution. But Roberts-Austin expounds, "The action of
these solutions is remarkable"8. The infinite color
possibilities by alloying and rokusho are brought out until the
author reaches his primary plea. "Surely an effort should be
made to induce British artifacers to employ the materials and
methods which their Japanese brethren have used for centuries
with such remarkable effect"9.
In western culture, sculptors and metal workers have colored
metals by employing a wide range of chemicals on a few alloys.
The results are often beautiful, but in range and subtlety this
approach lacks much. In the east the problem was dealt with by
using one good color method and a wide range of alloys. This way
proves to have a much greater depth and scope. Also, the
Japanese seem to be much more sensitive to details of texture and
color; they lean towards understatement that less is more. The
old Japanese metal workers had a proverb that says, "He who works
in gold puts his brains into the melting pot"10. This suggests
7W.C. Roberts-Austin, "The Use of Alloys in Art Metal
Work,"




"Alloys," Journal of the Society of Arts.
Vol. XXXVI, 1888, p. 1144.
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that such a rich material should be used sparingly, not in massive
works, but rather in small quantities as accents to enhance.
Only time will tell, but we live in an age where east is
meeting west. Both economically and culturally the barriers are
breaking down. In an age where computers and machines rule, many
look with reverence to objects made with love and care by man's
simple hand. Communication as it is today may just carry along
in its tidal wave of change the secrets of rokusho with its magic
realm of color for all the world to see. It has become my life
goal to aid this vision, large or small, into reality.
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Chapter III
The Art of Rokusho:
Its Use
Rokusho comes from Japan in a granular form inside a paper
wrapped cardboard box containing approximately one pound. The
paper wrapping in Japanese script states the box's contents and
its level of quality. There is also a warning that rokusho is
poisonous when ingested, causing death. Its cost with shipping
comes to $65.00.
Absolute cleanliness and care is the rule from mixing the
rokusho formula to using it to color metal. All tools and
utensils used in the process must be made of copper or wood.
Heat resistant glass may be used also for stirring. Iron and
steel must never come in contact with rokusho. They will cause a
galvanic action which will entirely change the results.
The copper container for mixing and using the rokusho must
be of a size suitable for the objects one intends to color. The
object of art must not touch the sides or bottom of the coloring
pot. All objects are suspended in various ways in the rokusho.
To mix the solution you first measure water and fill the
copper container. Next, heat the water to boiling and add
carefully measured amounts of
rokusho and copper sulphate. These
are the basic ingredients of rokusho, but other elements are
added in some of the many formulas. Each formula with its addi
tions is for specific result.
The formula I use comes from a report by W. C.
Roberts-
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Austin11. I have used only this proportion and have not
experimented with others.
I II III
Verdigris 438 grains 87 grains 220 grains




Water 1 gallon 1 gallon
Plum Vinegar 1 gallon 5 drachms
Formula I is the one I have used to color the thesis body of
work. As you will see it produces quite a variety in itself. As
to the other formulas, I only know they are for deeper or lighter
effects in general. Plum vinegar is said to aid rokusho in
producing brilliant reds on copper.
To illustrate how specific rokusho formulas can be, the
following table shows mixtures for coloring the alloy Shakudo12.
Material For Shakudo For Shakudo For Copper
Rokusho 70 grams 2.1 grams 3.2 grams
Copper Sulphate . . 1 gram 1 . 2 grams 3 . 2 grams
Alum 0.2 grams
Vinegar 0.1 litre
Water 1 litre 1 litre 1 litre
1:LW.C. Roberts-Austin, Analysis of Oriental Metal Work, (London:
Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1892) p. 51.
12Hachiro Oguchi, "Japanese
Shakudo"
Gold Bull, Vol. 16, Issue 4,
(1983) p. 129.
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In Japan there are probably hundreds of different formulas
each with a subtle or varied effect. I imagine each master
worker can add to those with his own discoveries and secrets as
well .
The metal object to be colored must be meticulously prepared
for immersion into rokusho. When I finish a vessel I sand it and
polish it so well that no deep scratches show. Then I degrease
and cleanse the vessel thoroughly so it is void of all dirt or
oils of any kind. Even the oil of a fingerprint will resist the
rokusho.
I first wash my hands and the vessel in water and dish
detergent with a thorough rinse. Then the metal is dipped into
denatured alcohol followed by another water rinse. Now the
vessel is placed in its means of suspension for immersion into
rokusho.
Methods of suspending the object vary according to the shape
of what you are coloring. Whether you use wood or copper wire to
support the object, you should touch neither the outside or any
important visible area of the piece. Wood can prevent coloring
where it touches, and copper wire leaves "stains".
For instance, I suspend my vessels by wire with a j ig that
supports it from inside its mouth. I make this jig by soldering
copper wire perpendicular to a section of copper rod. The rod,
dropped into the mouth, is longer than the opening so when
extended the object is level and secure. Thus the rod touches
the inside only and the wire
does not touch the vessel at all.
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Disk shapes can be held by rigs that touch only the circumference
edge. Each piece must have a different suspension worked out for
it.
Prior to cleaning the metal object, the rokusho must be
heated and ready. This allows you to go from cleaning to
coloring without delay or chance of the metals oxidizing. Any
impurity, no matter how small, may cause faults or stains on the
color surface.
The rokusho is heated to the boiling point and can then be
kept at a simmer if you like. Now the solution is ready and the
object can be submerged and left for at least five minutes. To
check the coloring process the object is quickly lifted out and
immediately resubmerged. Care must be taken not to hold the hot
metal out of the rokusho as water marks may stain the finish. If
upon examining the object there are marks or stains it must be
stripped and re-cleaned for coloring again. Sometimes I have had
to strip, re-clean and color at least seven times until I have
achieved a perfect coating of patina to a color I desired.
The time of immersion may range anywhere from two minutes to
six hours or more. This all depends on the effect you want. In
general the longer the metal remains in, the richer and darker
the color will become. This is where one must use his intuition
and personal eye to decide when to stop. Usually a good or
"maximum"
color is achieved within fifteen to thirty minutes. As
the rokusho boils during the coloring process water is given off
in steam. When the water level goes down, more water must be
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added. The replenishing is done with hot water in small amounts
so the boiling temperature is not affected very much. When the
desired color is achieved the metal is quickly withdrawn and
submerged in cold water until cooled. Once cool the object is
pat dried with soft towels and left to dry thoroughly for a day.
After drying, the metal is coated with wax or lacquer to protect
and enhance the color.
An important consideration in rokusho coloring is the
surface treatment of the metal; a high polish vs. say a file
texture. This can make quite a difference in the shade and
effect of the final color result. In general I have found cast
metal produces some of the best and richest colors. Because of
the cast metal's porous nature the solution acts more readily
upon it. Also, poured metal has a distinct grain structure that
is not present in hammered or chased work. Rokusho tends to
bring out in wonderful ways these cast grain structures. The
finish on the metal surface really determines the overall effect
and sometimes even the color. There can be a vast color differ
ence on a particular alloy if it is polished or left rough.
Cast metal which has been polished produces the most
brilliant and deep effects. This is where you bring out crystal
structures and multi-colored grains to the highest degree. The
finish reveals every aspect of the nature
of the metal in
colorful detail. Sometimes on polished maze-gane the color and
patterns take on an actual perspective depth. As a rule, any
given metal will be brighter and richer in a polished condition,
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and darker and lacking visual depth when rough. An example would
be silicon bronze, a commercial alloy I have used. When polished,
this colors from orange to light green with a vivid crystal
structure showing. But in a sandblasted or file texture finish
it colors brown to red-brown with little depth. Silver turns
gold yellow in a polished state and lime green when rough.
There are some special techniques and unusual occurrences I
should mention. Most outstanding is the effect of the oriental
daikon radish on metal in rokusho coloring. This is used in a
grated paste and is smeared on the metal surface just before
immersion for coloring. It is said that the radish paste will
aid in crispness of color and, in some instances, bar coloring
entirely. This is true in the case of silver where, with radish
treatment the metal will remain its natural color instead of
turning gold yellow. I also noted that some bronze alloys remain
unaffected when the daikon is used. Even on alloys that the
radish does not stop the coloring the patina action is retarded
and can take twice as long to reach normal color.
As rokusho is used, I have found that it transforms or
changes. The copper sulphate seems to be given off in some way
and must be replenished after a time. I do this by feel with an
alloy whose color I know well. I put a
sample piece of metal in
the dilute solution and slowly add copper sulphate until the
right color is achieved. This is another question I have for the
Japanese masters of rokusho. How do they deal with this change
in formula?
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In using rokusho, there is or can be an element of
elusiveness and joy in surprise. To a degree it is hard to predict
exactly what rokusho will do on the vessels I cast. In a general
way I can assume certain colors, but in a specific way I cannot.
I have experienced many instances where I have gotten four or
five completely different colorations on one vessel simply by
changing immersion time and/or using the daikon radish.
Personally, I greatly enjoy this facet of rokusho and find this
surprise factor exciting. It involves a great amount of work to
"find" the right color for each of my vessels. There are times
when I am satisfied after ten minutes of immersion. Other times
I try coloration seven or eight times, varying the submersion
times. In discouragement I have left a piece for five or six
hours without checking. To my surprise this has resulted in some
of the most beautiful colorations. Perhaps rokusho 's endless
color possibilities combined with each craftsman's spirit is what






As I began casting vessels I found that design and form were
important aspects with which I wasn't familiar. Professor
Hirsch, in a number of independent studies I took with him,
helped me a great deal in understanding vessel form and its many
aspects. This was the beginning of a journey into another
infinite realm. Form exploration brought me face-to-face with a
number of important questions about myself and where I want to
stand with what I want to express.
The first vessels I cast were mainly technical experiments
to perfect my techniques. The forms I used were very simple and
honest. Later the architecture of vessel form became more
apparent to me; simple forms became more mature. That is, I
understood that a vessel has a neck, mouth, body, and foot. The
relationship of these elements to one another is critical in
showing volume, height, and weight. My vessels were then de
signed with the architectural elements made specific and dis
tinct. This step improved my overall forms a great deal.
Eventually I reached a point where I questioned traditional
form as opposed to current or non-classical form. This meant
that I could now look at a vessel as not so much a functional
container, but more a symbol of
one. The relationship of the
architectural elements could then be changed to fit expression
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rather than function. This approach was more of an artist
creating sculpture than of a craftsman producing an object.
The work I produced that followed this vein of thought
departed in many aspects from tradition. My traditional vessels
were symmetrical, lathe turned, smooth forms. They also were
solid cast objects. The newer work was made non-symmetrical and
often combined folded sheet metal parts with cast parts. The
architecture was also different in its emphasis and structure.
For example, the foot became more pedestal-like in many pieces.
This brought the vessel more towards sculpture. Then certain
elements like the neck and lip were gone altogether. I even used
random melted holes for the mouth in some pieces.
The more traditional vessels, I feel in a broad sense, are
most successful. Their shape, color, and size are in harmony.
For me they stand strong and complete alone. They need no
explaining and are beautiful and safe. There is nothing wrong
with work of this nature. Understated, simple beauty has its
reality and part in life also. This kind of work appeals to a
wide range of people; not because it's simple, but because it
touches things inside us that are universal. When executed with
taste, simple understated beauty has an ability to transcend
time. To go beyond time and place, to touch people in any age,
is the ultimate in being contemporary. After all, much of what
is called contemporary in a given age is non-existent 100 years







The sculptural vessels I made have a strong value to me, but
in a different way. Although as whole pieces they do not satisfy
me entirely, there are aspects of them that excite me. I feel
generally they lack the overall harmony that the traditionally
oriented works have. But the bold and unusual aura of the
sculptural pieces has strong value to me. With more work
I will combine the more unusual side of myself with the
traditional side to create a more complete and balanced statement.
It is still possible to change and explore while continuing
working with the timeless qualities that touch the human soul
eternally. In time, with work, I will manage to bring together
my personal and unusual visions of simple understated beauty.
Another important aspect I dealt with in designing vessels
was scale. That is the small and intimate vs. large and bold. I
never did make any large pieces. Most of my works were under
twelve inches in height. I am still happy with this and quite
content to stay in this intimate and precious scale. I am not a
loud or aggressive person, therefore, neither is my work. I am
very comfortable working on a small and more inward scale. Even
metallurgically, the small scale is best concerning rokusho
coloring. For instance, when rokusho brings out grain crystals
in metal, the effect is more dramatic
on smaller objects. In
larger forms these effects would become lost.
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The Wheel
Small wheel turns by fire and the rod,
Big wheel turns by the Grace of God,
Every time that wheel turns around,
It's bound to cover just a little more ground.
The wheel is turning and it won't slow down,
You can't let go and you can't hold on,
You can't go back and you can't stand still,
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